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Practice with us!

S & Z

Stories / rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair a cleft palate

Catherine Crowley, Director
Teachers College, Columbia University
Zoey is in a smelly zoo. Susan is also in a smelly zoo.
Zoey sneezes, “I smell slime.” Susan says, “I also smell slime!”
Susan sees some slow snails.

Susan says, “Smelly slimy slow snails!”
Slow snails say, 
“Us? No, you silly.”
Zoey sees some swimming seals. Susan says, "Smelly slimy swimming seals!"
Swimming seals say, "Us? No, you silly."
Susan sees some lazy swans. Zoey says, "Smelly slimy lazy swans!"
Lazy swans say, "Us? No, you silly."
Zoey sees someone selling sour raisins.

Susan says, “Smelly slimy sour raisins!”
Zoey says, “No, you silly! Raisins smell amazing!”
Susan sees some smiling roses. Zoey says, “Smelly slimy smiling roses!”
Susan says, "No, you silly! Roses smell swell!"
Zoey sees a sign, 

SWIMMING ZONE

Susan sees some sea lions swimming in a smelly slime.
Zoey sneezes,
"Smelly slimy sea lions!"

Smelly slimy sea lions say,
"Sorry! We are so smelly!"
So Susan rinses the smelly slimy sea lions.
Zoey sings, “No more smelly slime!”
Susan smiles, “No more smelly zoo!”
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